Cameras face a fundamental tradeoff between the spatial and temporal resolution -digital still cameras can capture images with high spatial resolution, but most high-speed video cameras suffer from low spatial resolution. It is hard to overcome this tradeoff without incurring a significant increase in hardware costs. In this paper, we propose techniques for sampling, representing and reconstructing the space-time volume in order to overcome this tradeoff. Our approach has two important distinctions compared to previous works: (1) we achieve sparse representation of videos by learning an over-complete dictionary on video patches, and (2) we adhere to practical constraints on sampling scheme which is imposed by architectures of present image sensor devices. Consequently, our sampling scheme can be implemented on image sensors by making a straightforward modification to the control unit. To demonstrate the power of our approach, we have implemented a prototype imaging system with per-pixel coded exposure control using a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) device. Using both simulations and experiments on a wide range of scenes, we show that our method can effectively reconstruct a video from a single image maintaining high spatial resolution.
Introduction
Digital cameras face a fundamental tradeoff between temporal and spatial resolution. As the frame rate increases, spatial resolution decreases. This limitation is due to hardware factors such as readout and analog-todigital (AD) conversion time of sensors. Although it is possible to increase the throughput by introducing parallel AD convertors and frame buffers [1] , this requires more transistors per pixel, thus lowering the fill-factor and increasing cost. As a compromise, many current camera manufacturers implement a "thin-out" mode (i.e., high speed draft mode), which directly trades off the spatial resolution for higher temporal resolution and often degrades image quality, as shown in Figure 1 .
The goal of our work is to design an imaging system that can capture videos with both high spatial and temporal resolutions. In order to overcome the fundamental resolution tradeoff, such a system must exploit the sparsity of natural videos. Recent progress in the field of compressive sensing has provided a general framework for efficient capture of sparse signals [2, 3] . In case of capturing videos, however, there are specific challenges that must be addressed. In particular, the sampling function is limited by the hardware restrictions of image sensors. On the positive side, the structure of video signals can be used to build efficient representations which can increase the measurement efficiency. A practical video capture system must take into account such domain specific issues in the way it samples, represents, and reconstructs videos. In this paper, we focus on two problems: 1) sampling, and 2) representation of space-time volumes for designing practical compressive video acquisition systems.
First, how to sample space-time volumes while accounting for the restrictions imposed by imaging hardware? For the maximum flexibility in designing sampling schemes, it is important to have pixel-wise exposure control. Fortunately, most CMOS image sensors can provide pixel-wise controllability by making a straightforward modification to the control unit (Figure 2(a) ). However, pixels on most CMOS image sensors allow only one continuous exposure during one camera integration time (Figure 2(b)) 1 . This is because the pixels are "reset" at the end of each exposure bump. Multiple bumps during a single integration time would require the electrons to be stored, which in turn requires expensive per-pixel frame buffers. Next, the sampling function should ensure that the captured intensities are within the sensor's dynamic range. Finally, the sampling function is restricted to binary values (0 or 1)
2 . In this paper, we design sampling functions while adhering to these restrictions. Thus, it is feasible to implement our techniques on real sensors.
Second, how to efficiently represent space-time volumes for sparse reconstruction? General analytical transforms, such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) and wavelets often do not provide the desired level of 1 CCD image sensors allow multiple bumps within a single integration time. However, they usually have only global shutter, and thus do not provide per-pixel exposure control.
2 Fractional values can be simulated by fast binary modulation to achieve reconstructions at low temporal resolutions [4] . (c) Thin-out mode trades off spatial resolution to increase the frame rate. For large frame rates, the image quality is severely degraded. (d) By capturing a pixel-wise coded exposure image, and learning a sparse representation of videos, we achieve high-spatial resolution and frame rate video simultaneously (e).
sparsity. Specific motion models, such as periodic motion [5] , locally rigid motion [6] , and linear motion [7] , are applicable only to specific scenarios. Instead, we propose learning an over-complete dictionary from a large collection of videos, and represent any given video as a sparse, linear combination of the elements from the dictionary. Since the dictionary is learned from video data itself, it captures common video features, for example, edges shifting in different orientations, as shown in Figure 5 . Additionally, the redundant nature of these dictionaries leads to highly sparse representations [8, 9, 10] . We show that using a learned overcomplete dictionary produces a significant improvement in video reconstruction as compared to previously used sparsity priors.
While we have not yet fabricated a CMOS image sensor chip with per-pixel exposure control, we constructed an emulation imaging system with an LCoS device to achieve pixel-wise exposure control [11] . We compared our approach to several existing techniques via extensive simulations and experiments. We show video reconstruction results for a variety of motions, ranging from simple linear translation to complex fluid motion and muscle deformations. We achieve temporal up-sampling factors (N ) of 9X − 18X. This enables capturing videos with frame-rates of up to 1000 fps with an off-the-shelf 60 fps machine vision camera, while maintaining high spatial resolution. Please see the project web-page [24] for video results. These results demonstrate the potential of using a learned over-complete dictionary based representation for compressive video sensing. We believe that this will motivate development of compressive imaging systems for a variety of other imaging domains. 
Related Work
Efficient Video Capture: Several recent works have focused on efficient video capturing. Gupta et al. [12] proposed synthesizing high-resolution videos from low-resolution videos and a few high-resolution key frames. Wilburn et al. [13] proposed using camera arrays to capture high speed video. Wakin et al. [4] used the single-pixel camera for video capturing by using the sparsity of 3D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients. Other structural features in videos, such as the temporal coherence among multiple frames, sparsity in 2D DWT, and multi-scale representations have also been used for video reconstruction [7, 14, 6] .
Coded Exposure Photography: An active research area in computational photography is coded exposure photography. Coded global shutter (i.e., flutter shutter) has been used for motion deblurring [15] and reconstructing periodic high speed motion with compressive sensing [5] . Agrawal et al. [16] proposed temporal super resolution by multiplexing the exposure settings of four co-located video cameras. Gu et al. [17] implemented coded rolling shutter for CMOS image sensors for high speed imaging, HDR imaging, and image deblurring. Nayar et al. [18] implemented a pixel-wise coded exposure camera using a DMD (digital micro-mirror device) for HDR imaging, feature detection, and object recognition. Gupta et al. [19] implemented a similar emulation system with a projector for motion-aware photography. Recently, Reddy et al. [20] proposed a compressive video acquisition scheme using per-pixel coded exposure. Since this technique relies on optical-flow based regularization, it can not faithfully reconstruct scenes containing deforming objects, occlusions and specularities.
In contrast, our method aims at capturing videos from a single photograph while maintaining high spatial-resolution. Our method does not rely on an analytical motion model, and can handle challenging scenes, including occlusions, deforming objects and gas and fluid flow. Moreover, unlike previous approaches [7, 6] , our sampling function is designed so that it is implementable in real hardware.
Overview of Our Approach
Let E(x, y, t) denote the space-time volume corresponding to an M × M pixel neighborhood and one frame integration time of the camera. A conventional camera captures the projection of this volume along the time dimension, resulting in M ×M measurements. Suppose we wish to achieve an N times gain in temporal resolution, i.e., we wish to recover the space-time volume E at a resolution of M × M × N . Let S(x, y, t) denote the per-pixel shutter function of the camera within the integration time (S(x, y, t) ∈ {0, 1}). Then, the captured image I(x, y) is
For conventional capture, S(x, y, t) = 1 , ∀(x, y, t).
Our goal is to reconstruct the space time volume E from a single captured image I. Equation 1 can be written in matrix form as I = SE, where I (observation) and E (unknowns) are vectors with M × M and M × M × N elements, respectively. Clearly, the number of observations is significantly lower than the number of unknowns, resulting in an under-determined linear system. Recent advances in the field of compressive sensing [2, 3] have shown that this system can be solved faithfully if the signal E has a sparse representation α using a dictionary D:
where
T are the coefficients, and D 1 , · · · , D k are the elements in the dictionary D. The coefficient vector α is sparse, i.e., only a few coefficients are non-zero. In this paper, the over-complete dictionary D is learned from a random collection of videos. At capture time, the space-time volume E is sampled with a coded exposure function S and then projected along the time dimension, resulting in a coded exposure image I. Given D, S and I, E is estimated using standard sparse reconstruction techniques, as shown in Section 5. Figure 3 shows the flow-chart of our approach. In the remainder of the paper, we discuss designing the coded exposure function (Section 4), the dictionary learning and sparse reconstruction (Section 5), and our hardware prototype and experimental results (Section 6).
Designing the Sampling Function
We design sampling functions while adhering to the following restrictions imposed by imaging architecture:
• Binary shutter: The sampling function S is binary i.e., S(x, y, t) ∈ {0, 1}. At any time t, a pixel is either collecting light (1-on) or not (0-off).
• Single bump exposure: Since CMOS sensors do not have per-pixel frame buffers on chip, each pixel can have only one continuous "on" time (i.e., a single bump) during one camera integration time, as shown in Figure 2 (b).
• Fixed bump length for all pixels: Image sensors have a limited dynamic range. A sampling function with a large range of bump lengths among pixels would require a sensor to have a large dynamic range. We consider only the sampling functions with a fixed bump length.
We use the following scheme to assign the bumpstart time for all pixels. First, we randomly select the bump-start time of the pixels within a M × M patch on the top left corner of an image sensor (denoted as p 0 ), such that the union of the "on" time of these M 2 pixels will cover the entire camera integration time, i.e., (x,y)∈p0 S(x, y, t) ≥ 1, for t = 1, · · · , N where N is the number of frames we want to reconstruct from a coded exposure image. Next, consider the adjacent M × M patch p 1 to the right of p 0 . Since there are M − 1 overlapped columns, we keep the bump-start times for these overlapped pixels, and randomly assign the bump-start times for pixels in the new column in p 1 , according to the same constraint for p 0 . This process iterates until all pixels have been assigned.
We use simulations to find the optimal bump length
3
. Codes with a long bump length attenuate high frequencies, while codes with a short bump length collect less light, leading to poor signal-to-noise ratio.
For each code with a given bump length, we simulate coded image capture using real high-speed video data. Signal-independent noise is added to the simulated coded exposure image. From the coded image, we recover the space-time volume using the proposed sparse reconstruction technique (Section 5). Table 1 shows the peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) values as a function of the bump length and noise level, averaged over a wide range of scenes. As expected, as the noise increases, codes with larger bump lengths are favored.
In our experiments, we set the bump length to be 2 (for 9X gain) or 3 (for 18X gain).
Comparison of Sampling Schemes
We compare our random pixel-wise sampling with random row-wise sampling [17] using simulations on 3 The focus of this paper is not on finding the optimal spacetime sampling scheme. Because of this, we restrict our sampling design to a 1-D search over only the bump-lengths. The resulting sampling functions are not necessarily optimal. Finding the optimal space-time sampling function would require a rigorous theoretical analysis, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Bump
Noise standard deviation σ (Grey-levels) Figure 4 : Comparison of pixel-wise and row-wise sampling using simulations. We used the reconstruction method proposed in this paper for both the sampling techniques. 36 frames were reconstructed from a single coded image. Left column: One sub-frame of the exposure pattern. Middle column: Input coded exposure images. Right column: One sub-frame of the reconstructed space-time volume. Pixel-wise sampling provides more flexibility compared to row-wise sampling, resulting in higher quality reconstructions.
high-speed video data. Note that the comparison here is for the sampling scheme only -we used the same reconstruction method (proposed in this paper) for both the sampling schemes. Results are shown in Figure 4 . Images in the left column are one sub-frame of the sampling function S(x, y, t) for t = 1. White implies S(x, y, t) = 1, and black implies S(x, y, t) = 0. Images in the middle column are the coded captured images, and the right column shows one sub-frame of reconstructed space-time volume E(x, y, t). Reconstruction using row-wise exposure is of poor quality. Pixel-wise sampling provides more flexibility compared to rowwise sampling, resulting in better reconstructions. 
Sparse Representation via Learning
In this section, we discuss the details of building a learned over-complete dictionary based sparse representation of videos, and reconstructing videos from a single coded exposure image. In general, there is a tradeoff between the generalizability and the compactness of learned dictionary based representations. While compact representations can be achieved by constructing scene class specific dictionaries (such as sports, outdoors, indoors), in order to achieve more generalizability, we choose to learn a dictionary from videos covering a wide range of scene, such as racing cars, horse running, skiing, boating and facial expression.
We model a given video as a sparse, linear combination of the elements from the learned dictionary (Equation (2)). The over-complete nature of the dictionary, and the fact that the dictionary captures most common structures and features in videos, results in highly compact and sparse representations [2, 9, 21] .
In our work, we trained an over-complete dictionary on video patches of size = M × M × N (in our experiments, we chose M = 7, N = 36), derived from a random selection of videos (20 sequences), using the K-SVD algorithm [21] . The frame rates of the training videos are close to our target frame rate (500 ∼ 1000 fps). To add variation, we performed rotations on the sequences in eight directions, and played the sequences forward and backward. We learned 5000 × 20 = 100K dictionary elements. Figure 5 shows a part of the Learned dictionaries (bottom row) capture the sparsity in signal more effectively as compared to analytical bases (top row), resulting in better reconstructions. Increasing the number of bases (over-complete dictionary) further improves the reconstruction quality. For this comparison, same sampling scheme (pixel-wise exposure) and sparse reconstruction was used.
learned dictionary. As shown, the dictionary captures features such as shifting edges in various orientations. Please refer to the project web-page [24] for the video of the learned dictionary.
Sparse Reconstruction
Once we learn the over-complete dictionary, we apply a standard sparse estimation technique [2] to recover the space-time volume from a single captured image. Combining Equation (1) (for sampling) and Equation (2) (for sparse representation), we get I = S D α, where the captured coded image I, the shutter function S, and the over-complete dictionary D are known. We use the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [22] to recover sparse estimate of the vectorα:
The space-time volume is computed asÊ = Dα. We perform the reconstruction for all the M × M patches in the image. Every pixel (x, y) lies in M 2 patches and thus its time-varying appearance E(x, y, t) is reconstructed M 2 times. We average these M 2 reconstructions to obtain the final estimate of E(x, y, t). Figure 6 shows the performance comparison for different representations. In this comparison, the same sampling function and reconstruction method was used [19] . (e) 3D DCT dictionary and sparse reconstruction. (f) Our result using the learned over-complete dictionary and sparse reconstruction. In this comparison, 36 frames were reconstructed from a single coded image. Right: As the number of frames reconstructed from a single image increases, the performance of all the techniques degrades.
Performance Comparison
for all the representations. The comparisons were performed using simulations on high-speed video data. The trained over-complete dictionary has higher PSNR as compared to the analytical bases for the same number of bases elements. Increasing the number of bases elements further improves the reconstructed image quality as well as the PSNR values. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the performance of video acquisition between our approach (i.e., a learned over-complete dictionary + sparse reconstruction) and several previous techniques: the thin-out mode (Figure 7(c) ), the pixel-wise grid exposure and 3D bilinear interpolation [19] (Figure 7(d) ), and the pixel-wise random exposure and reconstruction using a 3D DCT dictionary (Figure 7(e) ). Our result has more details, both on the moving objects and background. The right side of Figure 7 shows the PSNR of the reconstructed video using these techniques, as the target temporal resolution increases. As expected, the performance degrades as more frames are reconstructed from a single captured image. Our approach consistently outperforms the other methods. Please refer to the project webpage [24] for more comparison results in videos.
Hardware Prototype and Experiments
Our sampling scheme (Section 4) requires fast perpixel modulation. We simulate fast per-pixel shutter using a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) device. These devices have been used as spatial light modulators in various imaging applications [23, 11] , and can display binary patterns at fast rates (up to 3000Hz.), making them ideally suited to our application. and image (bottom) of our setup. Our system emulates fast per-pixel shutter using a liquid crystal on silicon device. lution 1280 × 1024), a polarizing beam-splitter, relay lenses and an objective lens. The scene is first imaged on a virtual image plane through the objective lens, then on the LCoS, and finally on the image sensor. The camera and LCoS are synchronized using a trigger signal from the LCoS. During a single camera exposure, the LCoS displays several binary images, corresponding to the sampling function. We typically run the LCoS at 9 ∼ 18 times the frame-rate corresponding to the integration time of the camera. For example, for an 18ms camera integration time (55Hz.), we operated the LCoS at 1000Hz., resulting in 18 video frames from Experimental Results: Using our hardware prototype, we capture and reconstruct scenes comprising of a wide range of motions. Figure 9 shows the results. The first example demonstrates the motion of an eyelid during blinking. This motion is challenging as it involves occlusion and muscle deformations. The input frame was captured with an exposure time of 27ms. Notice the coded motion blur on the input frame. We recover 9 video frames from the captured image, equivalent to an output frame rate of 333 fps. Please see the project web-page [24] for the complete video.
The second example shows a coin rotating on a table. This motion is challenging due to occlusions; as the coin rotates, one face of the coin becomes visible to the camera. The input frame was captured with an exposure time of 27ms. From the single captured image, 9 output frames were reconstructed, while maintaining high spatial resolution, both on the coin and the table. The third and the fourth examples consist of rotating rotor-blades on a toy plane and a ball falling vertically, respectively. The input frames, captured with an exposure time of 18ms, show large motion blur. In order to recover the high-speed motion, we performed the reconstruction at 1000 fps (18 output frames). Notice the sharp edges of the blade and the texture on the ball in the output frames. The spatial detail on the static wings of the toy-plane are nearly the same as the input image. Please see the project web-page [24] for more examples, ranging from simple linear translation to complex fluid motion.
Discussion and Limitations
In this paper, we proposed an efficient way of capturing videos from a single photograph using pixel-wise coded exposure. We incorporated the hardware restrictions of existing image sensors into the design of the sampling schemes, and implemented a hardware prototype with an LCoS device that has pixel-wise exposure control. By using an over-complete dictionary learned from a large collection of videos, we achieved sparse representations of space-time volumes for efficient reconstruction. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our method via extensive simulation and experiments.
The proposed method has several limitations. First, the maximum temporal resolution of the over-complete dictionary has to be pre-determined (e.g., 36 frames). To reconstruct videos at different temporal resolutions, we have to train different dictionaries. The hardware setup requires precise alignment of the camera and the LCoS. Imperfect alignment can cause artifacts (ghosting), as is visible in some results. We believe that these artifacts will be reduced significantly once perpixel coded exposure is implemented on chip.
